
Christine Walsh
Speake r Ki t

Speaker | Wealth Coach for Women in Business



Here’s what you can expect from Christine:

Training & presentations will be
professionally prepared and dynamically
delivered, customized to focus on achieving
the outcomes you want with your audience.
Speeches will be customized to suit your
theme.
Hosted events will be fun and high-energy,
keeping the crowd engaged.
A personal phone consultation prior to your
event, so Christine can better understand
how she can best serve you and your
audience.
Prompt, professional replies to your phone
calls and email messages.

Christine Walsh is a wealth generation money
coach revolutionizing the way women access
radiant wealth in their businesses and their lives.

Christine coaches top-tier women entrepreneurs
to magnify their money through deep reflection
and mindset work, daily practices, and sound
money management strategy developed over her
25+ years of successful financial leadership,
entrepreneurship, and Wall Street success. She is
inspired to create a future in which principles of
inclusivity, flow, flexibility, and shared success
guide money and elevate the financial prosperity
of the global collective.

Providing soul-engaging, transformational
speaking engagements, conversations, and
individualized and small-group coaching,
Christine brings her proven track record as a Wall
Street finance exec into the world of wealth
expansion. 

Why Christine...

What to Expect...
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Christine's 

In 2008, Christine discovered that all of her financial
education had failed to prepare her for the personal
losses she incurred due to a global recession. In that
“lying on the bathroom floor” moment, Christine chose to
reclaim her power to earn, to care emotionally and
spiritually for herself, and to break through her own
limiting beliefs to create a life of expansion, freedom,
prosperity, and alignment.

She knew she had to redefine what it looked like to work
hard, understanding that seeming “busy” and chasing the
myth of working harder – or smarter – never resulted in
life-changing success or revenue. There had to be a
better way.

Christine discovered that a foundation of worthiness and
standing in our birthright of abundance is the only way
to disrupt old patterns of earning and embody the power
and presence we have as women to welcome wealth into
our lives. 

She created a paradigm to innovate shifts in the bigger
vision of money while staying grounded in the numbers. 

Her unique blend of emotional intelligence + practical
financial strategy empowers women to identify their
highest revenue-generating potential and place that at
the base, not the ceiling, of their earning efforts, driving
revenue and profitability in women-owned businesses.

Sto ry



Her book, Be The Queen of Your Money, teaches
readers how to create an abundant future by
transforming the financial narrative holding them back
from a life of abundance on their terms. She teaches how
to create financial freedom with ease and grace

Christine explores the universal laws of wealth; like the
ever-present laws of physics, business owners attract
and retain wealth following their mindset. Teaching that
abundance is available to everyone, Christine moves
through a holographic approach to intuition, emotion,
and logic to help women realize their power in making
money.

The science of building wealth relies on nurturing
existing relationships with money and raising standards
and expectations, and Christine is here to lead the charge
into a new money paradigm through presence,
expansion, receptivity, and flow.

Christine dedicates herself to ensuring money is a
conversation that is both normalized and used as a force
for good. Each day, she wakes up excited to see clients
embodying their own inherent abundance as they
experience making clear money decisions from a place of
ownership and agency – with financial results to match. 

When she is not speaking or working with clients to
change the conversation about money on a global scale,
Christine is soaking up the Colorado sunshine in her
mountain home, nurturing herself with family, friends,
and nature.

About Chr is t i n e
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Be The Queen
of Your Money

03 

The Science of
Building Wealth 

The Top Ways
Entrepreneurs

Are Leaving
Money on the

Table 02

KeynotesPopu l a r

Breaking Barriers: How women, power, and
money can come together and be redefined
for the greater good now and generations of
women to come after us. 

Beyond Assets and Bank Accounts:
Designing your financial blueprint through
the Five Facets of Financial Freedom



 
Training your brain to see financial opportunities in ANY economy
Why women’s contribution to the world through financial leadership is crucial
right now
Reframing women’s concept of risk at work to meet short and long term financial
goals
How to move through rejection and worthiness issues to create abundance in
2024 and beyond 
How to strip away money shame to get what you need in business and life
Using your energy to create a financial strategy that drives results
2024 is the opportunity for women to leverage their financial prowess as wealth
is being redistributed.
5 ways to feel (and look!) confident when in financial/money negotiations

Talking Points
for Women in                         Business



Christine Walsh is our go to financial expert for the Thrive Together
Women’s Leadership Summit. Her down to earth approach has helped
change the relationship our attendees have with money, empowered
them to level up, and opened the door to increased financial success.

Attendees adore her, and her strategies for building financial confidence
are a game-changer.

           
  - Sarah Leonard, CEO Steamboat Springs, Colorado Chamber of Commerce
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Working with Christine has helped me to develop more trust and
personal power around money. She radiates the energy of possibility

while staying grounded in the numbers and the stories they tell about my
business and the expanded financial abundance that has followed is
proof that her approach works! I love how I feel about money now.

Seriously, doesn’t hurt to be bringing in good revenue, tracking multi 7
figures this year. Working with you gave me a sense of ownership that I

did not really have before. 

- Chantal Pierrat, Founder, Emerging Women International

Christine Walsh, the author of "Be the Queen of Your Own Money," served
as the keynote speaker for the ClariShe Summit, a national summit for top

real estate agents. Her impact was nothing short of extraordinary. Her
presentation was powerful, delivering a transformative experience that

resonated with every attendee. What truly stood out was Christine's
flexibility, seamlessly adapting to the dynamics of the summit. Her

professionalism was evident in every aspect, making her a keynote speaker
who not only inspires transformation but does so with grace and

professionalism. I highly recommend Christine Walsh for any event seeking
a speaker who brings both power and adaptability to the stage.

             - Ann Brady, Founder of the Savvy Broker Collective



FULL SPEAKERS RIDER 
PROVIDED UPON BOOKING
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

When deciding to book Christine, here
are some additional things to consider in
your budget.

Event Admission tickets 
Airfare 
Ground Transportation/ rental car 
Meals & Gratitudes: Per diem
$50/day
Hotel Accommodations
4-star hotel or higher
Ground transportation to hotel 
1 room for speaker 

 Fees
Christine's speaking fees vary depending
on topic, duration, and audience size.
Please inquire for exact rate.

Fees are customizable
and negotiable.



TO BOOK
HELLO@CHRISTINEMWALSH.COM

970.819.4248

https://www.facebook.com/chriswalshcoach
https://www.instagram.com/christine.marie.walsh/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christinewalsh-moneymentor/
mailto:hello@ChristineMWalsh.com

